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ABSTRACT

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Integrated Global System Model is used to make

probabilistic projections of climate change from 1861 to 2100. Since the model’s first projections were pub-

lished in 2003, substantial improvements have been made to the model, and improved estimates of the

probability distributions of uncertain input parameters have become available. The new projections are

considerably warmer than the 2003 projections; for example, the median surface warming in 2091–2100 is

5.18C compared to 2.48C in the earlier study. Many changes contribute to the stronger warming; among the

more important ones are taking into account the cooling in the second half of the twentieth century due to

volcanic eruptions for input parameter estimation and a more sophisticated method for projecting gross

domestic product (GDP) growth, which eliminated many low-emission scenarios.

However, if recently published data, suggesting stronger twentieth-century ocean warming, are used to deter-

mine the input climate parameters, the median projected warming at the end of the twenty-first century is only

4.18C. Nevertheless, all ensembles of the simulations discussed here produce a much smaller probability of

warming less than 2.48C than implied by the lower bound of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) projected likely range for the A1FI scenario, which has forcing very

similar to the median projection in this study. The probability distribution for the surface warming produced by this

analysis is more symmetric than the distribution assumed by the IPCC because of a different feedback between the
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climate and the carbon cycle, resulting from the inclusion in this model of the carbon–nitrogen interaction in the

terrestrial ecosystem.

1. Introduction

Projections of anthropogenic global warming have

from the start been confounded by the many economic

and scientific uncertainties that affect forecasts of an-

thropogenic emissions and the response of the climate

system to these emissions (e.g., Houghton et al. 2001;

Solomon et al. 2007). Up until 2001, the uncertainties in

the projected climate changes were generally dealt with

by giving ranges of projected changes but without any

likelihoods being associated with these ranges. Such pro-

jections leave it to the nonexpert reader to assign prob-

abilities to the possible outcomes; Moss and Schneider

(2000) advocated that projections should be given in

probabilistic terms to provide more complete information.

Subsequently, considerable effort has been devoted to

quantifying the scientific uncertainties associated with

climate model projections for a given forcing scenario.

Most notably the latest Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) report (Meehl et al. 2007a) at-

tempted to do this for the six Special Report on Emis-

sions Scenarios (SRES) scenarios (Nakicenovic et al. 2000)

using a variety of coupled atmosphere–ocean general cir-

culation models (AOGCMs) and models of intermediate

complexity. These projections and different sources of

uncertainty have been reviewed by Knutti et al. (2008).

While formal uncertainty analysis of emissions pro-

jections was investigated a couple of decades ago (e.g.,

Nordhaus and Yohe 1983; Edmonds and Reilly 1985;

Reilly et al. 1987) it was largely ignored by the scientific

community. The IPCC SRES process eschewed formal

uncertainty analysis of emissions in favor of scenario

analysis (Nakicenovic et al. 2000). Despite clear state-

ments to the contrary (Nakicenovic et al. 2000), there

have been attempts in the literature to interpret the

SRES scenarios in a probabilistic or quasi-probabilistic

sense to investigate the joint effects of uncertainty in

emissions and climate outcomes (e.g., Wigley and Raper

2001). In the latest IPCC report uncertainty ranges for

possible climate changes are given separately for dif-

ferent SRES scenarios and reflect only uncertainty in

climate system response (Meehl et al. 2007a). In con-

trast, our approach allows us to combine uncertainties in

emissions and in climate system characteristics.

The most comprehensive formal treatment of both

emissions and scientific uncertainties to date is that of

Webster et al. (2003). In that work, uncertainty in emis-

sions projections was driven by uncertainty in future eco-

nomic growth and technological change (Webster et al.

2002) as well as uncertainty in current levels of emissions

(Olivier and Berdowski 2001). The climate system uncer-

tainties were quantified from an analysis of observed

twentieth-century temperature changes (Forest et al. 2002).

In this paper, we update the Webster et al. (2003)

probabilistic projections of climate change from the pres-

ent to 2100. The Webster et al. (2003) used the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Integrated Global

System Model (IGSM; Prinn et al. 1999), which couples

an economic component [the MIT Emissions Prediction

and Policy Analysis Model (EPPA); Babiker et al. 2001]

to a climate model of intermediate complexity (Sokolov

and Stone 1998; Wang et al. 1998).

The IGSM was designed to be flexible and numeri-

cally efficient and so is well suited for use in making

probabilistic projections. For example, its climate sen-

sitivity can be varied by changing its cloud feedback and

the rate of penetration of heat into the deep ocean can

be varied by changing an appropriate mixing coefficient

(Sokolov et al. 2005). This flexibility allows us to avoid,

to a considerable extent, the structural rigidity that limits

the ability of individual coupled AOGCMs to assess un-

certainty in projections of global change. Also, the use

of parameters’ distributions as constrained by twentieth-

century temperature changes allows us to cover full

uncertainty ranges for the climate system properties

controlled by the model parameters. The economic and

emissions component of the IGSM is driven by growth in

the general economy and includes representation of final

consumption and trade in all goods and services, including

a relatively detailed treatment of factors driving emissions

from energy, agriculture, waste, and industrial sources as

they depend on resource availabilities and technological

alternatives (Paltsev et al. 2005). The IGSM was used as

part of the recent U.S. Climate Change Science Program

(CCSP) scenarios exercise to generate a set of new global

scenarios of emissions with and without policy interven-

tion (Clarke et al. 2007) and so this work extends the

scenario approach applied there to a probabilistic analysis.

Since Webster et al. (2003) was published, the IGSM

has been upgraded as described by Sokolov et al. (2005).

These upgrades include an increase in resolution of the

atmospheric model, replacement of a zonally averaged

mixed layer ocean model by a latitude–longitude resolv-

ing one, implementation of a more sophisticated land

system model, and a more detailed representation of

the national and regional economies of the world. In
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addition to the improvements made to the IGSM itself,

the results presented here are based on a new analysis of

factors contributing to uncertainty in emissions (Webster

et al. 2008). Simulations of twentieth-century climate

used to derive distributions of earth system properties

(Forest et al. 2008) were carried out with a more com-

plete set of natural and anthropogenic forcings than

simulations used by Forest et al. (2002).

These changes led to relatively moderate changes in

the distributions of both the projected emissions and the

climate system’s response to a given forcing. However,

because of nonlinear interactions between these factors,

the net effect has been to shift the distributions of

warming and sea level rise substantially upward when

compared to Webster et al. (2003). As discussed in detail

in later sections, the overall shift in the distribution,

which doubles the previous median estimate of warm-

ing, has no single major contributing factor but rather

results from the combination of several changes.

One critical factor to consider is the source of the

input distributions and the sensitivity of any results

to them. In particular, the distributions presented by

Forest et al. (2008) were obtained using estimates of

changes in deep-ocean heat content for the 0–3000-m

layer provided by Levitus et al. (2005). A recent update

of the Levitus et al. (2005) analysis [given on the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

Web site] corrects for errors in the XBT data pointed

out by Gouretski and Koltermann (2007) but never-

theless obtains virtually the same result as the original

analysis. However, Gouretski and Koltermann (2007)

and Domingues et al. (2008), who also attempt to take

these errors into account, come up with different esti-

mates of changes in the ocean heat content for the

0–3000-m layer. Sokolov et al. (2009) have shown that

projections of future climate change are sensitive to the

distributions of climate model parameters derived using

these alternative estimates of the changes in deep-ocean

heat content. For consistency with our earlier study

(Webster et al. 2003), we carried out our simulations

using the climate parameter distributions based on the

analysis of Levitus et al. (2005). However, given the

significant influence of the estimate of the ocean heat

uptake on the projections, we also discuss the sensitivity

of our results to other estimates of the changes in the

heat content of the deep ocean.

Our results are also conditional on some other as-

sumptions made in our study. For example, Forest et al.

(2006) showed that posterior distributions of climate

parameters are sensitive to the prior used for climate

sensitivity. We, however, do not discuss in this paper the

corresponding sensitivity of our climate projections. It

also needs to be noted that, because of the lack of

the necessary observations, we had to rely on AOGCM

results for estimating long-term variability of different

climate variables or for estimating possible changes in

precipitation trends.

The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2 the

updated IGSM is described. Then in section 3 we pre-

sent our methodology, enumerating the uncertainties

taken into account, how they are characterized, and how

the probabilistic projections are made. In section 4 we

give our twenty-first-century projections for a variety of

indicators of changes in the earth system including

greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, surface air tem-

perature (SAT) changes, and sea level rise (SLR) and we

compare our results with those of Webster et al. (2003)

and the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). Fi-

nally we give our conclusions in section 5.

2. Model components

The MIT Integrated Global System Model includes

submodels of the relevant parts of the natural earth

system and a model of human activity. A description of

the IGSM Version 1, along with sensitivity tests of key

aspects of its behavior, was reported in Prinn et al.

(1999). Version 2 of the IGSM (IGSM2; Sokolov et al.

2005) includes the following components (Fig. 1):

a model of human activities and emissions (the Emis-

sions Prediction and Policy Analysis Model);

an atmospheric dynamics, physics, and chemistry model,

which includes a submodel of urban chemistry;

a mixed layer–anomaly-diffusing ocean model (ADOM)

with carbon cycle and sea ice submodels;

a land system model that combines the Terrestrial

Ecosystem Model (TEM), a natural emissions model

(NEM), and the Community Land Model (CLM),

that together describe the global, terrestrial water,

and energy budgets and terrestrial ecosystem pro-

cesses.

The earth climate system component of the IGSM is a

fully coupled model that allows simulation of critical

feedbacks between components. The time steps used in

the various submodels range from 10 min for atmo-

spheric dynamics to 1 month for TEM, reflecting dif-

ferences in the characteristic time scales of the various

processes simulated by the IGSM.

The IGSM is distinguished from other similar models

by its inclusion of significant chemical and biological

detail. Our models of the terrestrial carbon, methane,

and nitrous oxide cycles are coupled to climate, terres-

trial hydrology, and land ecosystems models, which

provide the needed explicit predictions of temperature,

rainfall, and soil organic carbon concentrations. The
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prediction of global anthropogenic emissions of CO2,

CO, NOx, black carbon, SOx, and other key species is

based on a regionally disaggregated model of global

economic growth. This procedure allows for treatment

over time of a shifting geographical distribution of emis-

sions, changing mixes of these emissions, and recogni-

tion of the fact that the emissions of chemicals important

in air pollution and climate are highly correlated be-

cause of shared generating processes like combustion.

The major model components of the IGSM2 and re-

cent developments in their capabilities and linkages are

summarized below.

a. Human activity and emissions

The EPPA model is a general equilibrium model of

the world economy developed by the MIT Joint Program

on the Science and Policy of Global Change (Paltsev et al.

2005). For economic data, it relies on the Global Trade,

Assistance, and Production (GTAP) dataset (Dimaranan

and McDougall 2002), which accommodates a consistent

representation of regional macroeconomic consumption,

production, and bilateral trade flows. The energy data in

physical units are based on energy balances from the

International Energy Agency. The EPPA model also

uses additional data for past greenhouse gas emissions

[carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide

(N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons

(PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)] and past air

pollutant emissions [sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen ox-

ides (NOx), black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC),

ammonia (NH3), carbon monoxide (CO), and non-

methane volatile organic compounds (VOC)] based on

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency inventory data

supplemented by our own estimates.

Much of the model’s sectoral detail is focused on en-

ergy production to represent technological alternatives

in electric generation and transportation. From 2000 to

2100 the model is solved recursively at 5-yr intervals.

The EPPA model has been used in a wide variety of

policy applications (e.g., Jacoby et al. 1997; Reilly et al.

FIG. 1. The MIT IGSM Version 2.2.
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1999; Babiker et al. 2003; Reilly and Paltsev 2006; Clarke

et al. 2007; Paltsev et al. 2008) and in economic model

intercomparison projects (e.g., Weyant and Hill 1999;

Weyant 2004; Weyant et al. 2006).

Because climate and energy policy are our main focus,

the model further disaggregates the data for trans-

portation and existing energy supply technologies and

includes a number of alternative sources that are not in

widespread use now but could take market share in the

future under changed energy prices or climate policy

conditions. Bottom-up engineering details are incorpo-

rated in the EPPA model in the representation of these

alternative energy supply technologies. The competitive-

ness of different technologies depends on the endoge-

nously determined prices for all inputs, and those prices

depend in turn on depletion of resources, economic

policy, and other forces driving economic growth such as

savings, investment, energy efficiency improvements,

and productivity of labor. Additional information on the

model’s structure can be found in Paltsev et al. (2005).

b. Atmospheric dynamics and physics

The MIT two-dimensional (2D) atmospheric dynamics

and physics model (Sokolov and Stone 1998) is a zonally

averaged statistical–dynamical model that explicitly sol-

ves the primitive equations for the zonal mean state of

the atmosphere and includes parameterizations of heat,

moisture, and momentum transports by large-scale ed-

dies based on baroclinic wave theory (Stone and Yao

1987, 1990). The model’s numerics and parameterizations

of physical processes, including clouds, convection, pre-

cipitation, radiation, boundary layer processes, and sur-

face fluxes, are built upon those of the Goddard Institute

for Space Studies (GISS) GCM (Hansen et al. 1983).

The radiation code includes all significant greenhouse

gases (H2O, CO2, CH4, N2O, CFCs, and O3) and 11 types

of aerosols. The model’s horizontal and vertical resolu-

tions are variable, but the standard version of IGSM2 has

48 resolution in latitude and 11 levels in the vertical.

The MIT 2D atmospheric model allows up to four

different types of underlying surface in each grid cell

(ice-free ocean, sea ice, land, and land ice). The surface

characteristics (e.g., temperature, soil moisture, albedo)

as well as turbulent and radiative fluxes are calculated

separately for surface type. The atmosphere above is

assumed to be well mixed zonally in each latitudinal

band. The area-weighted fluxes from the different sur-

face types are used to calculate the change of tempera-

ture, humidity, and wind speed in the atmosphere.

Convection and large-scale condensation are simulated

under the assumptions that a zonal band may be par-

tially unstable or partially saturated, respectively. The

moist convection parameterization, which was originally

designed for the GISS Model I (Hansen et al. 1983),

requires knowledge of subgrid-scale temperature vari-

ance. Zonal temperature variance associated with tran-

sient eddies is calculated using a parameterization

proposed by Branscome (see Yao and Stone 1987). The

variance associated with stationary eddies was repre-

sented in the IGSM1 by adding a fixed variance of 2 K at

all latitudes. In the IGSM2 we introduce a latitudinal

dependence of the latter variance that follows more

closely the climatological pattern (see Figure. 7.8b of

Peixoto and Oort 1992). In addition, the threshold values

of relative humidity for the formation of large-scale cloud

and precipitation have been modified such that a constant

value for all latitudes (as used in the IGSM1) is replaced

with latitudinally varying values. This modification is

made to account for the dependence of the zonal varia-

bility of relative humidity on latitude. Zonal precipita-

tions simulated by the atmospheric model are partitioned

into land and ocean components using present-day cli-

matology. These changes led to an improvement in the

zonal pattern of the annual cycle of land precipitation and

evapotranspiration (Schlosser et al. 2007).

The atmospheric model’s climate sensitivity can be

changed by varying the cloud feedback. The method for

changing this feedback in the model has been changed

from the method used previously. In the IGSM1 the

cloud cover at all levels was changed by a fixed fraction,

which depended on the global mean surface tempera-

ture (Sokolov and Stone 1998). In the IGSM2 high cloud

covers and low cloud covers are changed in opposite

directions by a constant factor, which is again dependent

on the global mean surface temperature. The new

method, described by Sokolov (2006), shows better

agreement with changes simulated by AOGCMs.

c. Atmospheric chemistry

To calculate atmospheric composition, the model of

atmospheric chemistry includes an analysis of the climate-

relevant reactive gases and aerosols at urban scales cou-

pled to a model of the processing of exported pollutants

from urban areas (plus the emissions from nonurban

areas) at the regional to global scale. For calculation of

the atmospheric composition in nonurban areas, the above

atmospheric dynamics and physics model is linked to a

detailed 2D zonal mean model of atmospheric chemistry.

The atmospheric chemical reactions are thus simulated in

two separate modules: one for the 2D model grids and one

for the subgrid-scale urban chemistry.

1) URBAN AIR CHEMISTRY

The analysis of the atmospheric chemistry of key

substances as they are emitted into polluted urban areas

is an important addition to the integrated system since
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the version described in Prinn et al. (1999). Urban air

pollution is explicitly treated in the IGSM for several

reasons. It has a significant impact on global methane,

ozone, and aerosol chemistry, and thus on climate. How-

ever, the nonlinearities in the chemistry cause urban

emissions to undergo different net transformations than

rural emissions. Accuracy in describing these trans-

formations is necessary because the atmospheric life

cycles of exported air pollutants such as CO, O3, NOx,

and VOCs, and the climatically important species CH4

and sulfate aerosols, are linked through the fast photo-

chemistry of the hydroxyl free radical (OH), as we will

emphasize in the results discussed later in section 4.

Urban airshed conditions need to be resolved at varying

levels of pollution. The urban air chemistry model must

also provide detailed information about particulates and

their precursors important to air chemistry and human

health and about the effects of local topography and

structure of urban development on the level of contain-

ment and thus the intensity of air pollution events. This is

an important consideration because air pollutant levels

are dependent on projected emissions per unit area, not

just total urban emissions.

The urban atmospheric chemistry model has been

introduced as an additional component to the original

global model (Prinn et al. 1999) in IGSM1 (Calbo et al.

1998; Mayer et al. 2000; Prinn et al. 2007). It was derived

by fitting multiple runs of the detailed 3D California

Institute of Technology (CIT) Urban Airshed Model,

adopting the probabilistic collocation method to express

outputs from the CIT model in terms of model inputs

using polynomial chaos expansions (Tatang et al. 1997).

This procedure results in a reduced format model to

represent about 200 gaseous and aqueous pollutants and

associated reactions over urban areas that is computa-

tionally efficient enough to be embedded in the global

model. The urban module is formulated to take mete-

orological parameters including wind speed, tempera-

ture, cloud cover, and precipitation as well as urban

emissions as inputs. Calculated with a daily time step, it

exports fluxes along with concentrations (peak and

mean) of selected pollutants to the global model.

2) GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

The 2D zonal mean model that is used to calculate

atmospheric composition is a finite-difference model in

latitude–pressure coordinates, and the continuity equa-

tions for trace constituents are solved in mass conser-

vative or flux form (Wang et al. 1998). The model

includes 33 chemical species. The continuity equations

for CFCl3, CF2Cl2, N2O, O3, CO, CO2, NO, NO2, N2O5,

HNO3, CH4, CH2O, SO2, H2SO4, HFC, PFC, SF6, black

carbon aerosol, and organic carbon aerosol include

convergences due to transport, parameterized north–

south eddy transport, convective transports, local true

production or loss due to surface emission or deposition,

and atmospheric chemical reactions. In contrast to these

gases and aerosols, the very reactive atoms (e.g., O), free

radicals (e.g., OH), or molecules (e.g., H2O2) are as-

sumed to be unaffected by transport because of their

very short lifetimes; only chemical production and/or

loss (in the gaseous or aqueous phase) is considered in

the predictions of their atmospheric abundances.

There are 41 gas-phase and 12 heterogeneous reac-

tions in the background chemistry module applied to the

2D model grid. The scavenging of carbonaceous and

sulfate aerosol species by precipitation is also included

using a method based on a detailed 3D climate–aerosol–

chemistry model (Wang 2004). Water vapor and air (N2

and O2) mass densities are computed using full conti-

nuity equations as a part of the atmospheric dynamics

and physics model to which the chemical model is cou-

pled. The climate model also provides wind speeds,

temperatures, solar radiation fluxes, and precipitation,

which are used in both the global and urban chemistry

formulations.

3) COUPLING OF GLOBAL AND URBAN

CHEMISTRY MODULES

The urban chemistry module was derived based on an

ensemble of 24-h-long CIT model runs and thus is pro-

cessed in the IGSM with a daily time step, while the

global chemistry module is run in a real time step with

the dynamics and physics model: 20 min for advection

and scavenging and 3 h for tropospheric reactions. The

two modules in the IGSM are processed separately at

the beginning of each model day, supplied by emissions

of nonurban and urban regions, respectively. At the end

of each model day, the predicted concentrations of

chemical species by the urban and global chemistry

modules are then remapped based on the urban-to-

nonurban volume ratio at each model grid. Beyond this

step, the resultant concentrations at each model grid will

be used as the background concentration for the next

urban module prediction and also as initial values for the

global chemistry module (Mayer et al. 2000).

d. Ocean component

In the older IGSM1 (Prinn et al. 1999) a zonally av-

eraged mixed layer ocean model with 7.88 latitudinal

resolution was used. In the new IGSM2 the ocean com-

ponent has been replaced by either a two-dimensional

(latitude–longitude) mixed layer anomaly-diffusing ocean

model (hereafter denoted as IGSM2.2) or a fully three-

dimensional ocean GCM (denoted as IGSM2.3). Dalan

et al. (2005b) showed that different versions of the 3D
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ocean model with different rates of heat uptake can be

produced by changing the vertical–diapycnal diffusion

coefficients. However, changing the diapycnal coefficient

also alters the ocean circulation, in particular the strength

of North Atlantic overturning (Dalan et al. 2005a). Un-

fortunately, it appears infeasible (certainly without changes

to parameterizations in the 3D models) to vary the heat

uptake over the full range consistent with observations

during the twentieth century (Forest et al. 2008) and at

the same time maintain a reasonable circulation.

The ocean component of the IGSM2.2 consists of a

Q-flux mixed layer model with horizontal resolution

of 48 in latitude and 58 in longitude, and a 3000-m-deep

anomaly-diffusing ocean model beneath. The mixed layer

depth is prescribed based on observations as a function of

time and location (Hansen et al. 1983). In addition to the

temperature of the mixed layer, the model also calculates

the averaged temperature of the seasonal thermocline

and the temperature at the annual maximum mixed layer

depth (Russell et al. 1985). Diffusion in the deep-ocean

model is applied to the difference in the temperature at

the bottom of the seasonal thermocline relative to its

value in a present-day climate simulation (Hansen et al.

1984; Sokolov and Stone 1998). Since this diffusion rep-

resents a cumulative effect of heat mixing by all physical

processes, the values of the diffusion coefficients are

significantly larger than those used in subgrid-scale dif-

fusion parameterizations in OGCMs. The spatial distri-

bution of the diffusion coefficients used in the diffusive

model is based on observations of tritium mixing into the

deep ocean (Hansen et al. 1988). For simulations with

different rates of oceanic heat uptake, the coefficients are

scaled by the same factor in all locations.

The coupling between the atmospheric and oceanic

components takes place every hour and is described by

Kamenkovich et al. (2002) and Sokolov et al. (2005).

The mixed layer model also includes a specified ver-

tically integrated horizontal heat transport by the deep

oceans, a so-called ‘‘Q flux,’’ allowing zonal as well as

meridional transport. This flux is calculated from a

simulation in which sea surface temperature (SST) and

sea ice distribution are relaxed toward their present-day

climatology with relaxation coefficient of 300 W m22 K21,

which corresponds to an e-folding time scale of about

15 days for a 100-m-deep mixed layer. Relaxing SST and

sea ice on such a short time scale, while being virtually

identical to specifying them, avoids problems with cal-

culating the Q flux near the sea ice edge. The use of a

two-dimensional (longitude–latitude) mixed layer ocean

model instead of the zonally averaged one used in IGSM1

has allowed a better simulation of both the present-day

sea ice distribution and sea ice changes in response to

increasing radiative forcing (Sokolov et al. 2005).

A thermodynamic ice model is used for representing

sea ice. This model has two ice layers and computes ice

concentration (the percentage of area covered by ice)

and ice thickness.

The IGSM2.2 includes a significantly modified version

of the ocean carbon model (Holian et al. 2001) used in

the IGSM1. Formulation of carbonate chemistry (Follows

et al. 2006) and parameterization of air–sea fluxes in this

model are similar to the ones used in the IGSM2.3.

Vertical and horizontal transports of the total dissolved

inorganic carbon, though, are still parameterized by dif-

fusive processes. The values of the horizontal diffusion

coefficients are taken from Stocker et al. (1994), and the

coefficient of vertical diffusion of carbon (Kyc) depends

on the coefficient of vertical diffusion of heat anomalies

(Ky). In IGSM1, Kyc was assumed to be proportional to

Ky (Prinn et al. 1999; Sokolov et al. 1998). This as-

sumption, however, does not take into account the ver-

tical transport of carbon due to the biological pump. In

the IGSM2.2 Kyc is, therefore, defined as

K
yc

5 K
yco

1 rK
y
. (1)

Since Kyco is a constant, the vertical diffusion coeffi-

cients for carbon have the same latitudinal distribution

as the coefficients for heat. For simulations with differ-

ent rates of oceanic uptake, the diffusion coefficients are

scaled by the same factor in all locations. Therefore rates

of both heat and carbon uptake by the ocean are defined

by the global mean value of the diffusion coefficient for

heat. In the rest of the paper the symbol Ky is used to

designate the global mean value.

Comparisons with 3D ocean simulations have shown

that the assumption that changes in ocean carbon can be

simulated by the diffusive model with fixed diffusion

coefficient, as used in the IGSM1, works only for about

150 yr. On longer time scales the simplified carbon

model overestimates the ocean carbon uptake. However,

if Kyc is assumed to be time dependent, the IGSM2.2

reproduces changes in ocean carbon as simulated by the

IGSM2.3 on multicentury scales (Sokolov et al. 2007).

Thus, for the runs discussed here, the coefficient for

vertical diffusion of carbon was calculated as

K
yc

(t) 5 (K
yco

1 rK
y
) f (t), (2)

where f(t) is a time-dependent function constructed

based on the analyses of the depths of carbon mixing in

simulations with the IGSM2.3.

To evaluate the performance of the ADOM on dif-

ferent time scales, Sokolov et al. (2007) carried out a

detailed comparison of the results of simulations with

the two versions of the IGSM2. Our results show that, in
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spite of its inability to depict feedbacks associated with

the changes in the ocean circulation and a very simple

parameterization of the ocean carbon cycle, the version

of the IGSM2 with the ADOM is able to reproduce the

important aspects of the climate response simulated by

the version with the OCGM through the twentieth and

twenty-first century and can be used to produce proba-

bilistic projections of changes in many of the important

climate variables, such as surface air temperature and

sea level, through the end of the twenty-first century.

e. Global Land System

The Global Land System framework (GLS; Schlosser

et al. 2007) integrates three existing models: the CLM

(e.g., Bonan et al. 2002), the TEM (e.g., Melillo et al.

1993; Felzer et al. 2004), and an NEM (Liu 1996). The

GLS uses the CLM representation of the coupling of

the biogeophysical characteristics and fluxes between

the atmosphere and land (e.g., evapotranspiration, sur-

face temperatures, albedo, surface roughness, and snow

depth). In addition, the CLM provides all of the hy-

drothermal states and fluxes (e.g., soil moisture, soil

temperatures, evaporation, and precipitation events) at

the appropriate spatial and temporal scales required by

TEM and NEM. The TEM is then used to estimate

changes in terrestrial carbon storage and the net flux of

carbon dioxide between land and the atmosphere as a

result of ecosystem metabolism. The NEM estimates the

net flux of methane from global wetlands and tundra

ecosystems and the net flux of nitrous oxide from all

natural terrestrial ecosystems to the atmosphere. The

submodule in NEM describing processes leading to ni-

trous oxide emissions is primarily a globalization of the

Denitrification Decomposition (DNDC) model of Li

et al. (1992). Within the GLS, the algorithms of NEM

that describe methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O)

dynamics have been incorporated into TEM so that

TEM now describes the hourly and daily dynamics of

these trace gases in addition to the monthly dynamics of

carbon dioxide and organic matter in terrestrial ecosys-

tems. The direct coupling between these two models al-

lows monthly TEM estimates of reactive soil organic

carbon to determine nitrous oxide fluxes. In addition, a

new procedure has been developed that provides a sta-

tistical representation of the episodic nature and spatial

distribution of land precipitation. This is required for

two reasons: 1) an ‘‘episodic’’ provision of zonal pre-

cipitation from the IGSM’s atmospheric submodel rep-

resents more realistic hydrologic forcing to CLM than a

constant precipitation rate applied at every time step for

every zonal band, and 2) the N2O module of NEM re-

quires precipitation events that vary in intensity and

duration along with corresponding dry periods between

storm events to employ its decomposition, nitrification,

and denitrification parameterizations.

All land areas across the globe are assumed by TEM

and NEM to be covered by natural vegetation, which is

held constant in time. To match and couple with the

zonal configuration of the atmospheric dynamics and

chemistry, the areas for each land cover type at the na-

tive 0.58 latitude 3 0.58 longitude grid cells (employed by

both CLM and TEM) have been aggregated within each

48 latitudinal band used by the atmospheric dynamics

and chemistry model (Schlosser et al. 2007). Thus, each

latitudinal band represents a 48 latitude 3 3608 longitude

grid cell in the GLS framework. The GLS is run for all

land cover types found in these zonal cells, and the area

covered by each land cover type is used to determine the

relative contribution of that land cover type to the zonally

aggregated water, energy, carbon, and nitrogen fluxes

from the terrestrial systems. As shown by Schlosser et al.

(2007), the zonal fluxes from GLS are not substantially

affected by the implementation the of zonal mosaic land

cover data in the IGSM2 as compared to their perfor-

mance using explicit latitude–longitude grids. The tim-

ing and location of the carbon sink and source regions is

preserved, and the spatiotemporal patterns of evapo-

transpiration agree well with a consensus of state-of-the-

art biogeophysical models as determined by the Global

Soil Wetness Project Phase 2 (GSWP2; Dirmeyer et al.

2002). Moreover, one of the more desirable changes in

the patterns of carbon flux by TEM in the zonal GLS

configuration, as compared to a previous version of

TEM employed in the IGSM, is the removal of an er-

roneous midsummer carbon emission at northern high

latitudes, which is not seen in spatially explicit TEM

simulations forced by observed atmospheric conditions

(refer to Schlosser et al. 2007 for more details).

In TEM, the potential uptake of atmospheric CO2 by

plants is assumed to follow Michaelis–Menten kinetics,

according to which the effect of atmospheric CO2 at

time t on the assimilation of CO2 by plants is parame-

terized as follows:

[CO
2
(t)] 5

[C
max

CO
2
(t)]

[kc 1 CO
2
(t)]

, (3)

where Cmax is the maximum rate of C assimilation, and

kc is the CO2 concentration at which C assimilation

proceeds at one-half of its maximum rate (i.e., Cmax). As

shown by Sokolov et al. (2008), a change in kc affects

both the response of TEM to an increase in atmospheric

CO2 concentration and the strength of the feedback

between climate and the terrestrial carbon cycle.

In contrast to most of the terrestrial biosphere models

currently used in climate change assessments (Plattner
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et al. 2008), TEM takes in to account nitrogen limita-

tions on net carbon storage. This significantly decreases

the sensitivity of the terrestrial carbon uptake to the

increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration and af-

fects the sign of the feedback between the terrestrial

carbon cycle and climate (Sokolov et al. 2008).

3. Methodology

a. General approach for making projections

The basic method we employ for uncertainty analysis

is Monte Carlo simulation, in which multiple input sets

are sampled from probability distributions representing

uncertainty in input parameters. Pure random sampling

typically requires many thousands of samples to converge

to a stable distribution of the model output. Therefore, a

number of alternative more efficient sampling strategies

have been developed. In this study, we use Latin hy-

percube sampling (LHS) (Iman and Helton 1988). LHS

divides each parameter distribution into n segments of

equal probability, where n is the number of samples to

be generated. Sampling without replacement is performed

so that with n samples every segment is used once. We

use a sample size of 400 for each s simulation ensemble.

The 400 runs adequately constrain the 5% and 95%

bounds, as tested by a separate 1000-member ensemble.

b. Physical and scientific uncertainties

1) CLIMATE SENSITIVITY, MIXING OF HEAT INTO

THE OCEAN, AND AEROSOL FORCING

Three properties that are commonly recognized as be-

ing major contributors to the uncertainty in simulations of

future climate change are the effective climate sensitivity

of the system (S), the rate at which heat is mixed into the

deep ocean (Ky), and the strength of the aerosol forcing

associated with a given aerosol loading (Faer) (Meehl et al.

2007a). These same properties and their uncertainties also

affect twentieth-century simulations. Thus, in principle,

estimates of these properties and their uncertainties can

be derived from simulations in which these properties

are varied to determine which give simulations consistent

with observed twentieth-century changes.

In the present study, we use the probability density

functions (pdfs) estimated in this way by Forest et al.

(2008). The values of S, Ky, and Faer were varied system-

atically in the climate model component of the IGSM and a

large ensemble (;600) of simulations of twentieth-century

climate was carried out. The simulations were compared

against observations of surface, upper-air, and deep-ocean

temperature changes. For each diagnostic the likelihood

that a given simulation is consistent with the observed

changes, allowing for observational error and natural var-

iability, was estimated using goodness-of-fit statistics from

climate change detection methods (see Forest et al. 2002,

2006, 2008). By combining the likelihood distributions es-

timated from each diagnostic using Bayes’ theorem, a

posterior probability distribution was obtained. As with

other estimates of probability distributions using Bayesian

methods, priors on the three parameters are required. For

climate sensitivity, the prior distribution was calculated by

Webster and Sokolov (2000) from an expert elicitation by

Morgan and Keith (1995). This prior essentially limits

the possible climate sensitivities to being less than 78C,

consistent with expert opinion (Webster and Sokolov

2000; Hegerl et al. 2007). Uniform distributions were

used as priors for the other two parameters.

The sensitivity of the posterior distributions to the use

of the expert prior for climate sensitivity was discussed

by Forest et al. (2006). We, however, have not studied

the corresponding sensitivity of our projections of future

climate.

The resulting two-dimensional marginal distribution

for effective climate sensitivity and the rate of deep-

ocean heat uptake is shown in Fig. 2, along with the

locations in this parameter space of 10 AOGCMs1 [es-

timated from data in the phase 3 of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) archive; Meehl et al.

2007b]. The joint distribution differs significantly from

the earlier distribution, developed in Forest et al. (2002)

and used in Webster et al. (2003), because the model

simulations for the twentieth century used by Forest

et al. (2006, 2008) include several additional forcings.

Most importantly they include stratospheric aerosols

from volcanic eruptions and, because these caused a

cooling in the latter half of the twentieth century, higher

climate sensitivities and lower rates of ocean heat uptake

are required to match the observed temperature changes.

The effect of these shifts in the probability distribution

can be summarized in the likelihood distribution for

changes in surface air temperature and thermosteric sea

level rise due to CO2 increase at 1% yr21 rate (Fig. 3).

The higher lower bound for transient climate response

(TCR) and lower upper bound for sea level rise are a

direct result of the shift in the distributions for climate

sensitivity and the effective thermal diffusivity.

The LHS sampling method used in Webster et al.

(2003) generated samples for Ky, S, and Faer from their

1 Positions of the AOGCMs relative to ranges of climate pa-

rameters suggested by observation strongly depend on data on

changes in deep-ocean heat content. As shown by Sokolov et al.

(2009), models fall in the upper half of the diffusion coefficient

range suggested by Levitus et al. (2005) estimates. At the same

time they all fall in the lower half of the range suggested by the

Domingues et al. (2008) data.
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individual 1D marginal pdfs and imposed the correla-

tion structure of the joint 3D pdf on the samples. In

contrast, now after picking a Ky sample from the 1D

marginal pdf, we generate a 2D pdf for S and Faer

conditional on the chosen Ky value, calculate a 1D

marginal pdf for S from that 2D pdf, and sample the new

pdf for S. Finally, we generate a 1D pdf for Faer condi-

tional on the two chosen values of Ky and S and sample

that pdf for a value of Faer. This new sampling strategy

preserves the uniqueness of the samples by not allowing

one to choose from the same bin number in the condi-

tional pdfs, though it theoretically may sample the same

value of S or Faer fewer times in contrast to the earlier

method. The new method better preserves the full de-

tails of the original three-dimensional pdf. Values for

Ky and S from the 400 samples are shown on Fig. 2 by

red dots.

2) UNCERTAINTY IN CARBON CYCLE

As described in section 2d, the vertical diffusion co-

efficient for carbon depends on the effective vertical

diffusivity for temperature anomalies; thereby, uncer-

tainty in carbon uptake by the ocean is linked to the

uncertainty in heat uptake. Values of the parameters in

the equation for Kyc [Eq. (1)] were estimated so that, for

the range of Ky, deduced from observations, the oceanic

carbon uptake for the 1980s spans the observed uncer-

tainty range given in the IPCC Third Assessment Report

(TAR). The values of Kyco and r that satisfy this re-

quirement are 1.0 cm2 s21 and 3.0, respectively.

In contrast to Webster et al. (2003), in the present

study we take into account uncertainty in the fertiliza-

tion effect of atmospheric CO2. The results of CO2-

enrichment studies suggest that plant growth could

increase from 24% to 50% in response to doubled CO2

given adequate nutrients and water (Raich et al. 1991;

McGuire et al. 1992; Gunderson and Wullschleger 1994;

Curtis and Wang 1998; Norby et al. 2005). In TEM, a

value of 400 ppmv CO2 is normally chosen for the half-

saturation constant kc [Eq. (3)] so that f [CO2(t)] in-

creases by 37% for a doubling of atmospheric CO2 from

340 to 680 ppmv CO2 (McGuire et al. 1992, 1993, 1997;

Pan et al. 1998). A 24% response to doubled CO2 would

correspond to a kc value of 215 ppmv CO2, whereas a

50% ppmv CO2 response would correspond to a kc

value of 680 ppmv CO2 for the same changes in atmo-

spheric CO2. As these enrichment studies may not have

covered the full range of uncertainty, we used a uniform

distribution of kc with 150 ppmv as a low bound and

700 ppmv as the upper limit.

FIG. 2. The marginal posterior probability density function for S–Ky parameter space. The

shading and thick contours denote rejection regions for significance levels of 10% and 1%,

respectively. Green circle and triangle indicate mode and a median on the distribution, re-

spectively. Black diamonds indicate values of the parameters of the MIT climate model needed

to represent behavior of different AR4 AOGCMs in the simulations with 1% yr21 increases in

the CO2 concentration. Red dots show values for Ky and S from 400 samples.
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3) PRECIPITATION FREQUENCY

Another physical uncertainty in the coupled earth

system model is how the frequency of precipitation

changes with increases in surface temperature. Changes

in mean precipitation (over space and time) are funda-

mentally a result of shifts in the character of individual

precipitation events, which are determined by the fre-

quency at which they occur as well as their duration and

intensity. It is these quantities that, in large part, deter-

mine the hydrologic climate of any region (i.e., the

partitioning of precipitation between evaporation and

runoff) as well as the ecology and biogeochemistry of

the ecosystems. For example, more runoff results in

greater flood potential, less water infiltration into the

soils, and less storage available to plants as well as fewer

saturating events that can impede nitrous oxide emissions

(from soils) as well as methane-emitting environments.

Such responses to climate change can have substantial

consequences on natural and managed terrestrial systems

and can provide potentially strong feedback mechanisms

to the rest of the climate system. We therefore introduce

an approach that provides a probability-based extrapo-

lation of precipitation frequency change associated with

climate warming.

Lacking observations adequate for estimating this

trend, we use the results of the AOGCMs that partici-

pated in the IPCC AR4 to develop probability distri-

butions of the trend. From the model archive, we

consider the preindustrial control runs and the transient

CO2 doubling runs in which the daily outputs of pre-

cipitation are archived for at least a 20-yr period. For

every grid point of the GCMs’ time series, we determine

for each day whether the model produced a sufficient

amount of precipitation to be construed as a ‘‘wet’’ day.

In doing so, our calculations require a threshold value

for the daily precipitation rate of a grid cell above which

we deem a precipitation ‘‘event’’ has occurred for that

day. For this threshold we have chosen 2.5 mm day21.

From this, we determine for each month of the simula-

tion period the total number of days that a precipitation

event occurred and subsequently the average number of

days between wet days for the month. To obtain a rep-

resentative monthly climatology of these precipitation

intervals, we calculate these statistics for each month,

for every grid cell, and average them over the 20-yr

period for the preindustrial runs as well as the transient

run; the latter centered at the time of doubling of CO2.

Then, by taking the difference in these monthly con-

structions of precipitation interval, we can infer any par-

ticular GCM’s propensity to change under forced climate

change (i.e., to a doubling of CO2 concentrations). Then,

to configure these results to the IGSM zonal atmo-

spheric structure, these gridded results are averaged

over each of the GCMs’ latitude bands. Once obtained,

these (simulated) changes in this derived hydrologic

diagnostic are associated with each AOGCM’s change

in global temperature. Thus, the zonally averaged changes

in precipitation interval from each AOGCM are nor-

malized according to their global temperature change.

Detailed analysis of the precipitation trends from the

GCM data showed significant correlation within ranges

of latitude. Based on the data, we group the 48 zonal

bands in the IGSM into the following aggregated zones:

548–288S, 288S–08, 08–248N, 248–408N, and 408–848N.

Once we have calculated these pooled, zonally averaged

FIG. 3. Frequency distributions for changes in surface air temperature and thermosteric sea level rise averaged over

years 61–80 in simulations with 1% yr21 CO2 increase, obtained from the fits for the IGSM1 (blue) and IGSM2.2

(red) using climate parameter distributions from Forest et al. (2002) and Forest et al. (2008), respectively.
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normalized changes in precipitation interval, based on

the AR4 AOGCMs, we fit probability density functions

to the distributions from the models.

Correlation between the 48 zonal bands within each

aggregated zone is accounted for as a part of the LHS

procedure, using the approach of Iman and Conover

(1982), which induces rank correlation in the choice of

sample pairs. This technique has become standard in

stratified sampling implementations. The AR4 AOGCM

data also indicated that there is no significant correlation

between different aggregated zones, so samples for each

zone are independent of samples from the other zones.

c. Economic and emissions uncertainties

The uncertainty in the emissions of all greenhouse

gases and pollutants is taken from an uncertainty anal-

ysis of the EPPA model (Paltsev et al. 2005). As dis-

cussed in Webster et al. (2002), the SRES scenarios are

built on a ‘‘story line’’ approach, rather than emissions

projections that are consistent with underlying eco-

nomic, demographic, and technological assumptions for

any year and over time. They are not suitable for un-

certainty analysis of an economic system that results in

different emissions profiles. Our approach allows a more

structured development of scenarios that could serve as

a basis for a story line type of analysis. Our analysis of

uncertainty in economic projections is summarized only

briefly here; see Webster et al. (2008) for more detail. A

comparison of climate results based on our approach

and the SRES scenarios is provided in Prinn et al.

(2008).

Compared with previous efforts (Webster et al. 2002,

2003) several aspects of the EPPA model and of the

uncertainty analysis have been improved. The techno-

logical detail of the model has been deepened, with the

explicit representation of private automobiles, commer-

cial transportation, and the service sector and the addition

of biofuels as a low-carbon alternative in transportation.

The characterization of emissions coefficients for

pollutants was substantially changed. We now use in the

Monte Carlo analysis estimates an advancing techno-

logical frontier and catch up to this frontier by lagging

regions. Statistical work by Stern (2005, 2006) has sug-

gested this approach better represents the process than

an approach used by Webster et al. (2002). Also, the

specification of uncertainty in economic growth has been

substantially revised. Rather than sampling high or low

growth rates that applied to the 100-yr horizon as has

been done previously in most Monte Carlo studies of

emissions, we created stochastic growth paths charac-

terized as a random walk where the uncertainty was

estimated for each region and country separately for

each 5-yr EPPA period based on the economic data for

years 1950–2000. As a result, regions experience periods

of boom and bust over the 100-yr horizon like that which

characterized growth in the latter half of the last century

rather than smooth growth that was either fast or slow.

The new approach to simulating uncertainty in growth

of gross domestic product (GDP) has narrowed the

distribution of outcomes because regional growth rates

in labor productivity are uncorrelated with each other

over long periods of time. The result is that within this

model the range of possible growth for individual re-

gions is wide, but the global range is narrower as sta-

tistically rapid growth in labor productivity in some

regions is likely to be offset by slow growth in other

regions, based on historic data for 1950–2000. The re-

gions of the world are also connected through interna-

tional trade, so changes in economic conditions in a

region do affect its major trading partners. The new

approach on emissions coefficients for other pollutants

results in lower median emissions of pollutants like SOx,

NOx, and CO.

Uncertainty in emissions were developed from the

EPPA model using the same LHS approach employed

here, creating a 400-member ensemble to match to match

the 400-sample sets for the earth system model compo-

nents (Webster et al. 2008). Each of these 400 EPPA

simulations provides a set of emissions for all pollutant

species that are consistent: to the extent that emissions

of different species derive from the same combustion

sources (e.g., oil, gas, coal) they are each consistent with

the amount of fuel combusted given uncertainty in emis-

sions per unit of fuel. Each emission set is then consid-

ered to be one emissions sample that is paired randomly

with one set of values for the climate parameters follow-

ing the LHS protocol of sampling without replacement.

d. Design of the simulations

The estimates of changes in climate variables pre-

sented below are obtained from the 400-member en-

semble of climate change simulations with different

values of the uncertain input parameters. Because of the

large inertia of the ocean and carbon reservoirs, each

simulation starts in 1861 and is conducted in two stages:

a simulation with historical forcings and a future climate

projection. During the first stage, from 1861 to 1990, the

model is forced by the observed changes in GHG con-

centrations (Hansen et al. 2002), tropospheric and strato-

spheric ozone (Wang and Jacob 1998), the solar constant

(Lean 2000), sulfate aerosols (Smith et al. 2004), and

volcanic aerosols (Sato et al. 1993). For this stage, dif-

ferent sets of values of the climate sensitivity, the rates

of oceanic heat and carbon uptakes, total aerosol forc-

ing, the strength of CO2 fertilization, and changes in

precipitation frequency are used in each simulation.
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To simulate changes in oceanic and terrestrial carbon

stocks, the ocean carbon model and TEM are forced by

the observed changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration

and simulated climate. While uncertainties in ocean

carbon diffusion and strength of CO2 fertilization do not

affect atmospheric CO2 concentrations and associated

climate during this historical period, they do affect car-

bon uptakes by land and ocean and, therefore, changes

in corresponding carbon stocks. In the simulations de-

scribed by Webster et al. (2003) carbon uptake by ter-

restrial ecosystem was adjusted to balance carbon cycle

for the 1980s. No such adjustment is used in the present

study. The resulting frequency distributions for the

terrestrial, oceanic, and total carbon uptake are shown

Fig. 4. Our ranges of carbon uptake by the ocean and the

terrestrial ecosystem are somewhat narrower than those

given in the IPCC TAR. However, the distribution for

the total uptake is rather wide with a 90% range from

2.1 to 4.0 Gt C yr21.

In the second stage of the simulations, which begins in

1991, the full version of IGSM2 is forced by emissions of

greenhouse gases and aerosol precursors. Historical

emissions are used through 1996 and emissions pro-

jected by the EPPA model from 1997 to 2100. Emissions

for years 1997, 2000, and 2005 were calculated using

known values of economic growth and other EPPA

parameters and agree well with observed emissions. In

this future climate stage of the simulations, concentra-

tions of all gases and aerosols are calculated by the at-

mospheric chemistry submodel based on anthropogenic

and natural emissions and the terrestrial and oceanic

carbon uptake provided by the corresponding subcom-

ponents. In these simulations changes in concentration

of black carbon aerosol are explicitly calculated. Since

they were not considered in the preceding stage, the

total aerosol forcing assumed in the first stage was ad-

justed to take the black carbon contribution into ac-

count. Uncertainties in the economic factors that affect

anthropogenic emissions are taken into account in ad-

dition to climate-related uncertainties.

To evaluate the contributions to the total uncertainty

in the projected climate changes due to the separate

uncertainties in emissions and climate characteristics,

we carried out two additional 400-member ensembles of

simulations that each include the uncertainties from just

one of these two sources. In the first set of simulations

the median values of the climate parameters were used

while the uncertainty in the emissions was included, and

in the second the median values of the emissions were

used while the uncertainty in the climate parameters was

included.

4. Twenty-first-century projections of anthropogenic
climate change

In section 4a we present and discuss the projections of

the levels of all the important greenhouse gases and

aerosols that contribute to radiative forcing of climate

change. The forcing and related changes in climate are

discussed in section 4b together with the contributions of

economic and scientific uncertainties to the uncertainty

in projected climate. Changes in the biogeochemical

cycles of carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane

that are influenced by the joint effects of chemistry, bi-

ology, and climate change are discussed in section 4c. In

section 4d our projections are compared with the results

of the IPCC AR4. Sensitivity of our projections to the

uncertainty in the estimates of the twentieth-century

changes in deep-ocean heat content are discussed in

section 4e.

a. Greenhouse gas projections

Figure 5a shows (in red) the projections of the median

and 95% range for CO2 mole fractions. Compared to

our earlier projections (shown in blue), the new pro-

jections are significantly higher in part because of higher

projected CO2 emissions (because of changes in our ap-

proach for estimating economic uncertainties described

in section 3c; see Webster et al. 2008 for more details)

and in part because of changes in the oceanic and land

sinks (see section 4c for further discussion).

For CH4, the current median projections are very

similar to the previous ones but the 95% range has de-

creased by almost a factor of 3 (Fig. 5b). This is due in

part to a lowered range in CH4 emissions (Webster et al.

FIG. 4. Frequency distributions for carbon uptake by ocean

(blue), terrestrial ecosystem (green), and total (red) averaged over

the 1980s. Solid horizontal bars show 5%–95% ranges from 400-

member ensemble of simulations with the MIT IGSM; dashed

horizontal bars show 5%–95% ranges from the IPCC TAR.
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2008) but also to a decrease in the range of projected OH

concentrations (Fig. 6b). The projected median 24%

decrease in OH by 2100 results from the effects of the

projected increases then decreases of NOx, which pro-

duces OH, being offset by the projected CH4, CO, and

VOC increases (all of which remove OH). The projec-

tions of NOx, CO, and VOC concentrations are closely

correlated with their emissions, which are shown in

Webster et al. (2008).

For the significant greenhouse gas ozone (O3), the

projected mole fractions increase through 2050 but then

decrease after that (red curves in Fig. 6a). This is driven

significantly by the projected post-2050 decrease in NOx.

Ozone mole fractions increase the most when CO, VOC,

and NOx mole fractions all increase together, but not

when CO and VOC increases accompany NOx decreases.

Median nitrous oxide (N2O) mole fractions are pro-

jected to increase by about 50% by 2100 (Fig. 5c) driven

by increasing anthropogenic emissions and increased

natural emissions induced by projected increase in soil

temperature, rainfall, and soil labile carbon.

Projected mole fractions of the ‘‘industrial’’ gases

listed in the Kyoto Protocol are shown in Fig. 7 (HFCs

aggregated; PFCs aggregated; sulfur hexafluoride). The

trends and uncertainties in these long-lived gases, which

have very large global warming potentials (GWPs), are

dominated by the trends and uncertainties in their pro-

jected emissions but augmented in the case of the HFCs

by the negative trend and uncertainty in their major sink

OH (Fig. 6b).

Figure 7 also shows projections of mole fractions of

SO2, which is the precursor for sulfate aerosols and has

both anthropogenic and natural (dimethyl sulfide oxi-

dation) sources. The median and range projections are

driven primarily by the projected anthropogenic emis-

sions but augmented by the projected decrease and un-

certainty in OH, which is the principal gas-phase sink for

SO2 (converting it to sulfate aerosol).

FIG. 5. Projected decadal mean concentrations of (a) CO2, (b) CH4, and (c) N2O. Red solid

lines are median, 5%, and 95% percentiles for the present study; dashed blue lines are the same

from Webster et al. (2003).
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Finally, black carbon projections are also shown in

Fig. 7. Like the SO2 projections, they are driven by the

anthropogenic emissions but are not affected by OH.

Their principal removal is instead through dry and wet

deposition to the surface.

b. Projected changes in climate

As a result of the changes in concentrations of GHGs

and sulfate and black carbon aerosols described in sec-

tion 4a, by the end of the twenty-first century radiative

forcing will increase between 6.2 and 9.8 W m22 (90%

range) compared to the year 1990 with a median in-

crease of 7.9 W m22 (Fig. 8a).

Changes in GHG emissions and carbon uptake lead

to a significant increase of both the lower bound of the

90% range and also the median forcing compared to

the results of Webster et al. (2003). The probability of

the radiative forcing being less than 5.0 W m22 is about

45% according to Webster et al. (2003) but less than 1%

according to our new study. At the same time the upper

bounds of the 90% ranges differ by only 0.6 W m22

between the two studies. In fact the new upper 90%

bound on the forcing due to GHGs only (Table 1) is

even lower than the one in Webster et al. (2003). The

slightly higher value of the upper 90% bound for the

total forcing is a result of different changes in sulfate

aerosol loading and the fact that forcing associated with

changes in black carbon aerosol was not taken into ac-

count by Webster et al. (2003). The total forcing includes

contributions from changes in GHGs, sulfate aerosol,

and tropospheric ozone as well as, in present study,

black carbon. As shown in section 3b, use of the revised

probability distributions for the climate parameters

leads to larger surface warming and smaller thermal

expansion of the ocean for a given forcing (Fig. 3). This

effect together with the differences in radiative forcing

described above result in a significantly higher increase

in SAT (Fig. 8b and Table 1) than was projected by

Webster et al. (2003). While the upper 90% bound for

surface warming projected in this study is noticeably

larger than in Webster et al. (2003) (7.48C instead of

4.68C), the changes in the lower part of the projected

range are even more significant. According to Webster

et al. (2003), there was a 40% probability of SAT in-

creasing by less than 28C by the end of twenty-first

century relative to 1990 for the ‘‘business as usual’’

emissions scenario; in the present study surface warming

exceeds 28C in all 400 simulations. We will compare our

projections of possible climate change with projections

given in the IPCC AR4 in section 4d.

FIG. 6. Projected decadal mean concentrations of (a) ozone and (b) OH radical. The latter is

shown as a ratio to its values averaged over years 1991–2000. Red solid lines are median, 5%, and

95% percentiles for the present study; dashed blue lines are the same from Webster et al. (2003).
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From the above-mentioned decrease in the thermal

expansion of the ocean for a given forcing (Fig. 3b) and

the similarity of the upper 90% bounds of forcing

(Fig. 8a), one might expect the upper limit of the ther-

mosteric sea level rise to be smaller in the present study

than in Webster et al. (2003). However, this is not the

case2 (Fig. 8c). This apparent contradiction is explained

by the changes in the ocean carbon model. As shown by

Sokolov et al. (1998), the assumed dependency between

rates of heat and carbon uptake by the ocean imposes a

negative correlation between the rate of heat mixing

into the deep ocean and the atmospheric CO2 concen-

tration, which leads to a decrease in the uncertainty

range for thermal expansion. Changes in the parame-

terization of oceanic carbon uptake in the current model

(see section 2c and Sokolov et al. 2007) weakened this

correlation, resulting in a wider range of the thermo-

steric sea level rise. The differences between the two

studies in projected sea level rise, especially in the

component related to the thermal expansion of the deep

ocean, are, however, relatively smaller than the differ-

ences in projected surface temperature (Fig. 8).

FIG. 7. Changes in concentration of some GHGs averaged over (a) 2041–50 and (b) 2091–

2100 relative to 1991–2000 in the present study (new) and in Webster et al. (2003) (old). HFCs

and SF6 are reduced by factors 100 and 10, respectively. Radiative effect of changes in the

concentration of black carbon was not taken into account in Webster et al. (2003).

2 Because of an error in the postprocessor, values of thermosteric

sea level rise shown in Webster et al. (2003) are about 50% larger

than they really were.
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The latitudinal pattern of increases in SAT (Fig. 9) is

similar to those simulated by coupled AOGCMs, with

polar amplification being larger in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. Asymmetry in surface warming between the

two hemispheres increases in time (Fig. 10). As can be

expected, changes in SAT in polar regions are highly

correlated with changes in sea ice cover (not shown).

According to our simulations there is a 2% probability

of the Arctic Ocean becoming ice free during summer by

the end of the century. In the Southern Hemisphere the

sea ice, while significantly decreasing, remains present in

all simulations during the whole year. In a simulation

with the median climate parameters and median emis-

sions our model simulates a reduction of the area of

Arctic sea ice by 5 3 106 km2 in wintertime and by 7 3

106 km2 during summer, which is about 25%–30% larger

than the changes simulated by the AR4 AOGCMs un-

der the A2 scenario. Unfortunately, simulations with the

SRES A1FI1 scenario, which would be more compara-

ble with our results (see section 4d), were not carried out

with the AR4 AOGCMs. It should be noted that our

model simulates rather well the observed recent changes

in wintertime Arctic sea ice but significantly underesti-

mates the summertime decline. This is not surprising

since our sea ice model is purely thermodynamical, while

recent changes in Arctic sea ice are attributed to an in-

crease in sea ice transport.

As indicated in section 3d, we carried out two additional

ensembles of simulations aimed at estimating the relative

contributions of economics and climate uncertainties to

the uncertainties in the projected climate change. As

could be expected, uncertainties in atmospheric CO2

concentration and radiative forcing (Figs. 11a,b) are

primarily related to the uncertainties in emissions, with a

small contribution from uncertainties in the carbon up-

take by land and ocean. Ignoring uncertainties in the

behavior of the climate system leads to an overestima-

tion of the lower 90% bound and the median (Fig. 11c).

FIG. 8. Projected changes in (a) decadal mean radiative forcing due to GHGs and sulfate aerosol, (b) surface air

temperature, (c) sea level rise due to thermal expansion, and (d) total sea level rise. Red solid lines are median, 5%,

and 95% percentiles for present study; dashed blue lines are the same from Webster et al. (2003).
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At the same time, the upper 90% bounds of the ranges of

projected surface warming in both additional ensembles

are similar and somewhat smaller than in the ensemble

with full uncertainty, namely 7.08C instead if 7.48C. Un-

certainties in surface air temperature associated with the

uncertainties of input parameters from the two different

sources are rather similar (see Table 2). The probability

of extreme changes increases because of the conjunc-

tions of uncertainties from two independent sources.

In the case of sea level rise (Fig. 11d), the situation is

rather different. Namely, uncertainties in the sea level

rise due to thermal expansion of the deep ocean are

primarily associated with the uncertainties in the cli-

mate parameters. This is explained by the large thermal

inertia of the ocean, which significantly delays its re-

sponse to changes in radiative forcing. Sokolov et al.

(2007) carried out climate change simulations for three

different combinations of climate parameters and two

very different emissions scenarios. Their simulations

showed that thermal sea level rise has practically no

dependence on forcing through the year 2050. Even at

the end of the twenty-first century, sea level rise is more

sensitive to changes in characteristics of the climate

system than in emissions. Such behavior was also ob-

served in simulations with the version of the IGSM2

in which a 3D ocean GCM was used instead of a 2D

anomaly-diffusing ocean model. Of course the impact of

uncertainties in anthropogenic emissions on uncertainties

in projected sea level rise will be much larger on longer

time scales.

c. Changes in carbon fluxes

In addition to examining the statistical analysis of the

model runs, it is instructive to examine a subset of runs

in greater detail. Changes in global surface average

temperature result from a combination of emissions and

climate parameters, and therefore two runs that look

similar in terms of temperature may be very different in

detail. In this section four runs (Table 3) are examined in

greater detail, especially in regards to fluxes of the major

GHGs. A pair of scenarios was chosen from the 95%

upper bound of surface temperature change (scenarios

C and D), and the other pair was chosen from the 5%

lower bound of surface temperature change (scenarios

A and B). In each pair, one scenario had higher climate

sensitivity but lower GHG concentrations than the other

scenario with equivalent temperature (Table 3). High

concentrations of different gases tend to be correlated

with each other, as anthropogenic emissions of all these

gases are driven by many of the same underlying factors

such as economic growth rates (Webster et al. 2008).

Concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere are a

function of sources and sinks. Anthropogenic emissions

are the primary driver of changing GHG concentrations,

TABLE 1. Distributions of CO2 concentration, radiative forcing, changes in surface air temperature, thermosteric sea level rise, and sea

level rise due to thermal expansion and glacial melt.

Variable Ensemble Time 5% Median 95%

CO2 (ppmv) Present study 2045 495 533 574

Webster et al. (2003) 434 483 554

Present study 2095 716 866 1095

Webster et al. (2003) 502 670 1013

Radiative forcing due to GHGs (W m22) Present study 2045 2.73 3.27 3.86

Webster et al. (2003) 1.36 2.51 4.23

Present study 2095 5.98 7.54 9.40

Webster et al. (2003) 2.33 5.48 9.80

Total radiative forcing (W m22) Present study 2045 2.71 3.53 4.28

Webster et al. (2003) 1.38 2.47 3.95

Present study 2095 6.21 7.89 9.77

Webster et al. (2003) 2.50 5.22 9.21

SAT (8C) Present study 2045 1.37 1.85 2.37

Webster et al. (2003) 0.57 1.34 1.80

Present study 2095 3.50 5.12 7.37

Webster et al. (2003) 1.03 2.37 4.61

Thermosteric sea level rise (cm) Present study 2045 6 9 14

Webster et al. (2003) (1000) 3 6 12

Present study 2095 16 30 47

Webster et al. (2003) (1000) 8 19 37

Total sea level rise (cm) Present study 2045 10 14 18

Webster et al. (2003) 6 10 14

Present study 2095 29 44 63

Webster et al. (2003) 15 29 50
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but there are also natural sources of N2O and CH4, mainly

in terrestrial wetlands. There are a number of sinks in-

volved for the three major GHGs—ecosystems, oceans,

atmospheric chemistry, and stratospheric disassociation.

Most of the nonanthropogenic sinks and sources are

functions of temperature, precipitation, and chemical or

radiative interactions with other emissions, and these

interactions are examined in more detail in this section.

As discussed by Sokolov et al. (2008), the terrestrial

ecosystem response to increased CO2 concentrations is

limited by nitrogen availability. However, surface warm-

ing leads to an increase in carbon uptake as the resulting

increased soil matter decomposition releases nitrogen,

thereby allowing the ecosystem to take advantage of the

higher CO2 levels. However, when surface air temper-

ature exceeds a critical value, increase in respiration may

FIG. 9. Latitudinal distribution of changes in SAT in the last decade of the twenty-first century relative to 1981–

2000. Red solid lines are median, 5%, and 95% percentiles for the present study; dashed blue lines are the same from

Webster et al. (2003).

FIG. 10. Transient change in surface air temperature in simulation with median values of

parameters for both economics and climate models.
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overcome increase in gross primary productivity resulting

in the decrease of net terrestrial carbon uptake. The

critical value of SAT depends on changes in atmospheric

CO2 concentration and the value of the half-saturation

constant (kc). For example, in case D terrestrial uptake

peaks at 3 Gt C yr21 near year 2080 and starts to de-

crease after increases in SAT exceeds 5.58C (Fig. 12). At

the same time, in scenario C, despite similar surface

warming, terrestrial carbon uptake increases through

the whole simulation because of large values of kc used

in this simulation and a larger increase in the atmo-

spheric CO2 concentration. In some of the hottest cases

the terrestrial ecosystem becomes a net carbon source

during the last decade of twenty-first century. In all four

cases, carbon uptake by the terrestrial ecosystem is rather

significant, on the order of 15%–20% of anthropogenic

emissions—cumulative uptake ranges from 215 Gt C in

scenario B to 350 Gt C in scenario C.

Ocean uptake is the other major CO2 sink. Section 2d

discusses how the carbon sink in IGSM2.2 is calibrated

to reproduce the behavior of the three-dimensional

ocean. One of the important results of this calibration is

that the end of century uptake is significantly lower than

it would be in the version of the simplified carbon model

used by Webster et al. (2003). In all four runs ocean

uptake peaks in midcentury and begins to decrease de-

spite the continuing increases in atmospheric CO2 con-

centration. However, the ocean still takes up a cumulative

total of 300 Gt C (scenario C) to 470 Gt C (scenario B).

The NEM controls the emissions of methane and N2O

into the atmosphere. As precipitation and temperature

increase it is expected that natural emissions of both

substances will also increase, but the exact nature of

these increases depends on timing of precipitation

events. High-latitude regions (north of 508N) exhibit a

somewhat larger flux increase than the remainder of the

FIG. 11. Frequency distributions for (a) atmospheric CO2 concentrations, (b) radiative forcing due to GHGs and

sulfate aerosol, (c) surface air temperature, and (d) total sea level rise in simulations with full uncertainty (blue),

climate uncertainty (green), and emissions uncertainty (red) averaged over 2041–50 (dashed lines) and 2091–2100

(solid lines).
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globe, especially in the hot scenarios (C and D) where

northern latitude emissions (green dashed line in Fig. 13)

increase by more than 70% while the flux from the re-

mainder of the planet increases by only 33% and 24%.

Increased methane emissions are also expected to be

prevalent in high-latitude regions (north of 508N) be-

cause of the thawing of permafrost and increased CO2

fertilization of plants (Zhuang et al. 2006). In the two

warm runs high-latitude emissions of methane increase

by more than 150% (Fig. 14, dotted green lines) com-

pared to increases in the remainder of the planet of

about 35%. Cumulatively, more than 3000 Tg of addi-

tional methane due to increased high-latitude emissions

are released into the atmosphere in both of the warm

runs. This release of methane only accounts for a small

fraction of the carbon stored in the soils of these high-

latitude regions, and emissions can be expected to con-

tinue to increase significantly after 2100.

Methane concentrations are also a function of the

atmospheric sink, mainly the hydroxyl free radical. As

CO and CH4 emissions increase, the hydroxyl radical

concentrations will drop as seen in section 4a. When OH

levels drop, the CH4 sink will decrease and methane

lifetime will increase. This impact on CH4 levels can be

roughly estimated by plotting methane concentrations

in the hypothetical case where lifetime does not de-

crease (Fig. 14, dashed purple line). In both the hot

scenarios (C and D) the cumulative sink decrease over

the century is equivalent to about 12 � 103 teragrams of

methane emissions.

d. Comparison with the IPCC AR4 projections

As discussed in the introduction, the treatment of

uncertainty in anthropogenic emissions in this study is

fundamentally different from that by the IPCC. The

climate simulations described in the IPCC AR4 (Meehl

et al. 2007a) were carried out for several distinctly dif-

ferent emission scenarios, either assuming ‘‘business as

usual’’ economic activities (A2, A1FI) or aimed at at-

mospheric CO2 stabilization at a particular level (A1B

and B2). However, no probabilities were associated with

these different emissions scenarios. Uncertainties in the

climate response for a given emission scenario were

associated only with uncertainty in the characteristics of

the climate system (Meehl et al. 2007a; Knutti et al.

2008). Therefore the IPCC AR4 results should be com-

pared with the results of our ensemble of simulations in

which only climate uncertainty was included while GHG

emissions were calculated using median values of the

uncertain economic parameters (see section 3d).

The cumulative carbon emissions produced by the

EPPA model with these parameter values are very sim-

ilar to those for the A2 scenario and somewhat smaller

than those in the A1FI scenario (see Fig. 15a). However,

the atmospheric CO2 concentration obtained in the

simulation with the IGSM using the median values of

both the emission and climate parameters is closer to the

concentration in the A1FI scenario (Fig. 15b). This is

explained, at least partly, by the fact that the terrestrial

ecosystem model used in the IGSM2, in contrast to the

Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM) model

used to calculate CO2 concentrations for the SRES

scenarios, considers carbon–nitrogen interactions. As

shown by Sokolov et al. (2008), taking into account the

nitrogen limitation on terrestrial carbon uptake leads to

a large increase in atmospheric CO2 for given carbon

emissions. The forcings due to individual GHGs (CH4,

N2O, etc.) are somewhat different for our median

emission scenario and for A1FI, but the total forcings

are quite similar (Fig. 15c). Thus it is appropriate to

compare our results for the ensemble of simulations

including only the climate model uncertainties with the

IPCC’s projections for the A1FI scenario.

Since the AR4 AOGCMs did not simulate the A1FI

scenario, the IPCC calculated the mean value of SAT

increase for the A1FI scenario from 19 simulations with

the simple climate model (SCM) Model for the As-

sessment of Greenhouse-Gas Induced Climate Change,

version 4 (MAGICC4; Wigley and Raper 2001). The 19

different versions of the SCM were each tuned to sim-

ulate the behavior of a different one of the 19 AOGCMs

used in the IPCC AR4 (Meehl et al. 2007a). The mean of

TABLE 2. Ratios of the percentiles to mean values for distribu-

tions of surface warming and sea level rise at the last decade of the

twenty-first century in ensembles with full, climate, and emission

uncertainties.

SAT 5% 16.7% 50% 83.3% 95%

Full uncertainty 0.66 0.78 0.97 1.22 1.40

Climate uncertainty 0.74 0.82 0.99 1.17 1.35

Emission uncertainty 0.75 0.85 0.99 1.16 1.25

Sea level rise 5% 16.7% 50% 83.3% 95%

Full uncertainty 0.64 0.76 0.98 1.24 1.43

Climate uncertainty 0.67 0.80 0.98 1.20 1.36

Emission uncertainty 0.82 0.88 1.00 1.12 1.19

TABLE 3. Values of climate parameters and values of some cli-

mate variables averaged over last decade of the twenty-first century

for the simulations discussed in section 4c.

CS Ky Faer Kc SAT CO2 CH4 N2O

Scenario 8C cm2 s21 w m22 ppm 8C ppm ppm ppb

A 1.83 0.22 20.46 350 3.68 885 4.15 440.16

B 3.75 3.21 20.65 384 3.70 622 3.3 413.38

C 2.55 0.10 20.59 468 7.49 1108 5.44 450.83

D 4.10 0.96 20.58 196 7.49 886 4.15 444.75
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the 19 SCM simulations was scaled to allow for a small

bias in the SCM compared to the AOGCMs simula-

tions for other scenarios (Meehl et al. 2007a; Knutti

et al. 2008). Because, as noted by Meehl et al. (2007a),

AOGCMs do not sample the full range of possible warm-

ing, the IPCC AR4’s projected likely range (Solomon

et al. 2007) of warming is not based solely on the 19

simulations but was estimated with the help of results of

additional studies (Knutti et al. 2008), including simula-

tions with models of intermediate complexity. Some of the

models of intermediate complexity in addition to uncer-

tainties in climate sensitivity, rate of oceanic heat uptake,

strength of aerosol forcing, and carbon cycle consider

uncertainty in the feedback between the carbon cycle and

climate (e.g., Knutti et al. 2003). Thus the likely range of

warming was judged to extend from 40% less to 60%

more than the mean SAT increase (Meehl et al. 2007a;

Knutti et al. 2008). We note that, according to the IPCC

AR4 definition, the probability of SAT change falling into

the likely range is more than 66% but less than 90%.

Table 4 compares the IPCC’s mean and likely range of

SAT increase for the A1FI scenario with those based on

the results of the simulations with the latest version of

the SCM MAGICC6 (Meinshausen et al. 2008), tuned to

19 AR4 AOGCMs, and with those from our simulations

with median anthropogenic emissions.3

As discussed by Sokolov et al. (2009), the AR4

multimodel ensemble underestimates surface warming

compared to MIT simulations with input parameter

distributions obtained using Levitus et al. (2005) data

on changes in deep-ocean heat content. The same, of

course, is true for the SCM MAGICC. In particular, our

mean SAT increase is 30% greater than the IPCC’s

5.28C versus 4.08C. The uncertainty range obtained in

FIG. 12. Carbon fluxes in gigatons of carbon per year. Black: anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Green: terrestrial sink.

Blue: ocean sink. Brown: CO and CH4 emissions. Red: change in atmospheric burden.

3 The uncertainty range for simulations with the SCM MAGICC4

is significantly wider than the range for the AR4 AOGCMs. For

example, the 6standard deviation range obtained in simulations

with the SCM MAGICC4 for fixed carbon cycle for the SRES A2

scenario is almost identical to the 5%–95% range for the AR4

AOGCMs for the same scenario (Knutti et al. 2008). This dis-

agreement is likely explained by the fact that MAGICC4 was tuned

to a different set of AOGCMs than that used in the IPCC AR4

simulations.
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the MIT simulations is narrower and somewhat more

symmetric than the ranges given by the IPCC and ob-

tained in simulations with SCM MAGICC6; that is, the

lower bound of the 90% range is smaller than the mean

by 26%, while the upper bound is larger by 35% (Table 5).

The asymmetry in the IPCC and MAGICC6 ranges is, to

a large extent, associated with the uncertainty in the

carbon cycle–climate feedback. As indicated by Knutti

et al. (2008), inclusion of the uncertainty in carbon cycle–

climate feedback as simulated by the Coupled Climate–

Carbon Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP)

models (Friedlingstein et al. 2006) extends the projected

range of surface warming, with larger effect on the upper

bound. In contrast with all models used by the IPCC the

MIT IGSM takes into account the carbon–nitrogen in-

teraction in the terrestrial ecosystem. As was shown by

Sokolov et al. (2008), considering this interaction sig-

nificantly reduces the strength of the feedback between

the carbon cycle and climate and the uncertainty in the

projected CO2 concentration and surface warming as-

sociated with this feedback.

e. Sensitivity of the projected surface warming to
the deep-ocean data used to derive climate
input parameters

Sokolov et al. (2009) compared results of ensembles

of projections with the climate component of the MIT

IGSM carried out using distributions of climate input

parameters obtained with different data for changes in

deep-ocean heat content. As noted in the introduction,

for the comparison with our previous results (Webster

et al. 2003), we decided to use climate parameter dis-

tributions based on the Levitus et al. (2005) data in

our simulations. We refer to these distributions as the

LEV05 distributions. However, results presented by

Sokolov et al. (2009) allow us to approximate the dis-

tribution of changes in SAT for different climate pa-

rameter distributions without running a full ensemble of

FIG. 13. N2O fluxes in Tg N yr21. Black: anthropogenic emissions. Green: natural emissions. Dashed green: northern

latitude emissions. Purple: stratospheric sink. Red: change in atmospheric burden.
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simulations. In this section we show how our results

would have changed if we had used input distributions

for climate parameters based either on Domingues et al.

(2008) or on upper- and surface-air temperatures only,

DOM08 and NO, respectively. We note that the LEV05

and DOM08 analyses give, respectively, the smallest

and largest published estimates of the heat uptake

(Sokolov et al. 2009).

As can be seen from the Sokolov et al. (2009), the

shapes of the distributions for changes in SAT in the

simulations with different distributions of climate input

parameters are similar. In other words, ratios of the

percentile values to the means do not differ significantly

for ensembles with different input climate parameters

(see Table 6 in Sokolov et al. 2009). This similarity be-

tween output distributions may be explained by the fact

that projected surface warming is defined by joint input

distributions, which are constrained by the same data on

SAT changes over the twentieth century. Based on that,

an estimate of the probability distribution for changes in

SAT for a particular input distribution can be con-

structed by scaling the output distribution from the en-

semble of simulations, carried out with different input

distribution, by the ratio of the SAT changes in the

simulations with the median values of input climate

parameters from the two input distributions. Table 6

shows the alternative distributions for cases with climate-

only uncertainty and full uncertainty.

For both uncertainty cases, the mean value of surface

warming in the last decade of the twenty-first century

decreases by about 0.38C for the NO and 1.28C for

the DOM08 climate parameter distributions. Thus the

DOM08 case has a mean warming very close to the

IPCC’s projection. In the simulations with full (climate

only) uncertainties, the probability for an SAT increase

exceeding 6.48C by the end of the century decreases

from 17% (12%) for LEV05 to 2.7% (0.5%) for DOM08

input climate distributions. The probability of surface

FIG. 14. Methane fluxes in Tg CH4 yr21. Black: anthropogenic emissions. Red: change in atmospheric burden.

Green: natural emissions. Dashed green: northern latitude emissions. Purple: methane sink. Dashed purple: constant

lifetime counterfactual sink.
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warming being less than 2.48C is about 2.8% and 1.2%

for the DOM08 distribution for the full and climate-only

uncertainty cases, respectively. For the LEV05 distri-

butions SAT increases by more than 2.48C in all simu-

lations for either uncertainty case. According to the

IPCC AR4 projections the probability of SAT increase

larger than 6.48C or smaller than 2.48C for the A1FI

scenario is estimated as being between 5% and 16.7%.

The much smaller likelihood we find for modest warm-

ing is likely due to our input pdfs having been explicitly

constrained by twentieth-century temperature changes.

Projections of sea level rise due to thermosteric ex-

pansion are much more sensitive to the ocean data used

than are the projections of SAT (Sokolov et al. 2009).

However, probability distributions for sea level rise

cannot be constructed using the scaling approach de-

scribed above.

The comparisons just discussed do not per se tell us

which of the three different projections compared in

Table 6 is best. We note that the results based on LEV05

and DOM08 each used the error estimates given by the

respective analyses as being appropriate for their esti-

mates of the trend in ocean warming. However, these

estimates are mutually incompatible. The DOM85 trend

is more than double the LEV05 trend, but the differ-

ence between the two trends is 5–7 times the standard

deviation in the trend cited by the respective analyses.

All this emphasizes an urgent necessity for obtaining

more definite estimates for changes in deep-ocean heat

content.

FIG. 15. (a) Cumulative carbon emissions, (b) atmospheric CO2 concentration, and (c) ra-

diative forcing due to greenhouse gases and aerosol for SRES scenarios A1FI (red) and A2

(green) and for MIT simulation (blue) with the IGSM using median values for climate input

parameters and median GHG emissions.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented updated projections

of climate changes for the twenty-first century in the

absence of any climate policy. While the MIT IGSM has

been significantly modified since publication of our

previous projections (Webster et al. 2003), the primary

reasons for the differences between our previous and

present results are changes in the distributions of input

parameters for both the earth system and economic

components of the IGSM.

The simulations of twentieth-century climate used

to estimate uncertainties in the climate system param-

eters (Forest et al. 2006, 2008) were carried out using

both anthropogenic and natural forcings. As discussed

by Forest et al. (2006), taking into account natural

forcings, especially forcing due to volcanic eruptions, led

to significantly different distributions of climate sys-

tem parameters compared to the distributions based on

twentieth-century simulations with just anthropogenic

forcings (Forest et al. 2002), which was used by Webster

et al. (2003). The main consequence of the changes in

the climate input distributions is an increase in the lower

bound of the distribution of surface warming in response

to an external forcing.

Similarly, the distributions of global GHGs emissions

used in this study (Webster et al. 2008) are higher,

compared with previous results (Webster et al. 2002)

because of the reduction of very low emissions growth

cases. One of the key differences is that GDP growth,

while still more important than many other parameters,

is not the primary driver of uncertainty in emissions.

This change is a result of the new approach of generating

GDP growth paths using a random walk and of the as-

sumption that GDP growth shocks are not correlated

across countries. From this analysis, the primary drivers

of uncertainty in no-policy carbon emissions are techno-

logical change, both price driven (e.g., elasticity of sub-

stitution) and nonprice driven (e.g., autonomous energy

efficiency improvement), and the total fossil resources

available, particularly coal and shale (Webster et al. 2008).

These changes in projected GHGs emissions noticeably

decreased the probability of low radiative forcing.

Because of the multiplicative nature of the interaction

between the forcing and the climate system response,

the probability distribution of the increase in surface air

temperature at the end of the twenty-first century is

shifted upward significantly compared to the distribu-

tion obtained by Webster et al. (2003). As can be ex-

pected from the changes in the forcing and the response

described above, the biggest difference is a sharp de-

crease in the probability of small or moderate warming.

While the upper bound of the 90% range has increased

by about 60%, the lower bound of the 90% range of the

new distribution is more than 3 times larger than in the

Webster et al. (2003).

While our median anthropogenic emissions are simi-

lar to those for the SRES A2 scenario, the GHGs con-

centrations simulated by the MIT IGSM are somewhat

higher than those used in the simulations with the IPCC

AR4 AOGCMs. These differences in GHG concentra-

tions arise from the different treatment of the terrestrial

ecosystem and from the fact that we take into account an

increase in the natural CH4 and N2O emissions caused

by the surface warming, as well as from differences in

chemistry models (Prinn et al. 2008). As a result, the

total radiative forcing in our simulations with median

anthropogenic emissions is quite close to the forcing for

the IPCC A1FI scenario. However, the surface warming

projected by the MIT IGSM significantly exceeds the

TABLE 4. Change is SAT at the last decade of the twenty-first century relative to 1981–2000, at year 2100 for MAGICC6

Meinshausen et al. (2008).

5% 16.7% Mean 83.3% 95%

MIT simulations with median anthropogenic emissions 3.81 4.22 5.17 6.04 6.98

SCM MAGICC6 Meinshausen et al. (2008)

(with uncertainty in feedback between climate and carbon cycle) for SRES A1FI

2.85 3.26 4.09 4.79 5.88

SCM MAGICC4 (with carbon uptake uncertainty) for SRES A1FI — 3.3 4.4 5.8 —

IPCC AR4 for SRES A1FI 2.4 4.0 6.4

TABLE 5. Ratios of the percentiles values to the means for probability distributions shown in Table 4.

5% 16.7% 83.3% 95%

MIT simulations with median anthropogenic emissions 0.74 0.82 1.17 1.35

SCM MAGICC6 Meinshausen et al. (2008)

(with uncertainty in feedback between climate and carbon cycle) for SRES A1FI

0.70 0.80 1.17 1.44

SCM MAGICC4 (with carbon uptake uncertainty) for SRES A1FI — 0.77 1.35 —

IPCC AR4 for SRES A1FI 0.60 1.60
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estimates given by Meehl et al. (2007a). The shape of the

probability distribution of changes in SAT simulated by

the MIT IGSM is also different from those assumed by

the IPCC AR4 or obtained in simulations with the SCM

MAGICC. The distribution obtained in our simulations is

more symmetric. Asymmetry in the IPCC and MAGICC

distributions is, in part, explained by the larger impact

of the uncertainty in the feedback between the climate

and the carbon cycle on the upper bound of the surface

warming range. Taking into consideration the interaction

between carbon and nitrogen in the terrestrial ecosystem

model reduces the strength of this feedback and the un-

certainty in surface warming associated with it (Sokolov

et al. 2008).

All the ensembles of simulations presented in this

paper were carried out with climate input parameter

distributions based on the Levitus et al. (2005) estimate

of changes in the deep-ocean heat content. We also

derived approximate distributions of changes in SAT for

climate parameter distributions based on alternate es-

timates of the ocean heat uptake. These estimates sug-

gest somewhat smaller surface warming. However, the

probability of the SAT increase at the end of the twenty-

first century being near 28–2.58C is still significantly

lower than that suggested by the IPCC AR4 for all the

distributions tested. As noted in the introduction, the

sensitivity of our results to other assumptions was not

tested in this study.
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CORRIGENDUM

A. P. SOKOLOV, P. H. STONE, C. E. FOREST,* R. PRINN, M. C. SAROFIM,1 M. WEBSTER,#

S. PALTSEV, AND C. A. SCHLOSSER

Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

D. KICKLIGHTER

The Ecosystems Center, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

S. DUTKIEWICZ, J. REILLY, AND C. WANG

Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

B. FELZER@ AND J. M. MELILLO

The Ecosystems Center, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

H. D. JACOBY

Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Manuscript received 7 December 2009, in final form 11 December 2009)

The simulations with economic uncertainty discussed in section 4b of Sokolov et al. (2009)

were, by mistake, carried out with the mean values of the input climate parameters instead

of the intended median values. While this mistake did not affect the resulting distributions of

atmospheric CO2 and radiative forcing, it led to an upward shift in the distributions for the

changes in surface air temperature (SAT) and sea level rise. Correct distributions are shown

in Table 1 and in the revised version of Fig. 11. The ratios of the percentiles to the mean

shown in Table 2 of Sokolov et al. (2009) did not change.
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FIG. 11. Frequency distributions for (a) atmospheric CO2 concentrations, (b) radiative forcing due to greenhouse

gases (GHGs) and sulfate aerosol, (c) surface air temperature, and (d) total sea level rise in simulations with full

uncertainty (blue), climate uncertainty (green), and emissions uncertainty (red) averaged over 2041–50 (dashed

lines) and 2091–2100 (solid lines).

TABLE 1. Percentiles for distributions of surface warming and

sea level rise for the last decade of the twenty-first century in the

ensembles with full, climate, and emission uncertainties.

SAT 5% 16.7% 50% 83.3% 95%

Full uncertainty 3.50 4.12 5.12 6.42 7.37

Emission uncertainty 3.95 4.42 5.16 6.04 6.56

Climate uncertainty 3.81 4.22 5.12 6.04 6.98

Sea level rise 5% 16.7% 50% 83.3% 95%

Full uncertainty 29 35 44 55 63

Emission uncertainty 36 39 44 49 52

Climate uncertainty 29 35 43 53 60
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